**Course Courtesy**

Never throw when park users are within range

Remain quiet while others are throwing

Stand behind the other players throwing

Allow faster groups to play through if possible

**Objective**

Disc Golf is like traditional ball golf, but with discs. One stroke is counted each time the disc is thrown and for each penalty. The player with the lowest total strokes for the entire course wins.

**How to Play**

Each hole begins with a tee throw from the paver tee area. Make subsequent throws from directly behind where the previous throw landed. A run-up and follow-through is allowed. After teeing off, the player who is farthest from the hole throws first. A hole is completed with a disc comes to rest in the basket or chains. The player with the least amount of strokes on the previous hole is first to tee off on the next hole. A throw that lands fully out of bounds must be played 3 feet in bounds from where the disc went out.

Join Kosciusko Disc Golf and Warsaw Parks on Facebook

Play at your own risk

Full rules for play available at pdga.com
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**Disc Golf**

Information

Blue Tees - Par 30 / Green Tees - Par 28
Yellow - Baskets / Red - Out of Bounds

**RULES**

Other park users have the right of way.

Pick up trash and put in receptacles.

Do not alter the course in any way.

Park St, Pike lake, and private property are Out of Bounds.

Course closed during Parks Dept events, after park hours, and during Sunday Church services.

Restroom and water fountain available in the center of the park
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**KOSCIUSKO**

**DISC GOLF**
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**Lucerne Park**
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**How to Play**
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**Warsaw Parks & Recreation**

"City of Lakes"
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